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University ,takes steps toward sustainability 
BY JOHN LASALLE I Staff Reporter 
From energy-saving lights to improved computerized con-
trols, CWU is taking steps towards being a more carbon-
Hall's shell of brick and concrete was mostly retained. 
"The construction of green buildings shows that the school 
neutral university. As compared to 1998, the univer- :\_e 
sity is currently using 13 percent less energy and (,~(; 
13 percent less natural gas, despite growing by i,~ 
is interested in going towards a sustainable future;' said 
Sean Chisholm, post-baccalaureate geography envi-
ronmental studies major. 
3,000 square feet within the last 12 years. ~e, 
"The biggest contribution to our fossil ~ 
fuel carbon footprint is from heating and 4i,e 
electrification of the campus;' said J. e" 
Pat Nahan, manager of campus engi- § 
neering and resource conservation. ~ 
Improvements have been made ~ · 
to combat the heating issue, in-
cluding boiler plant control, 
streamlined replacements and a 
chill-water tank system. 
"The chill-water tank allows 
cold water to be generated at 
night and the water is used to 
cool the buildings, which re-
sults in a 25 percent savings to 
the school;' Nahan said. 
The university is also in-
stalling four small-scale wind 
turbines as part of the educa-
tional outreach portion of the 
new environmental studies pro-
gram. 
... 
cu 
fl) 
:s 
cu 
i,.« 
"The goal is to get students in-
volved in these projects and analyze 
the output;' said Greg Brown, Direc-
tor of the Environmental Studies pro-
gram. 
REDUCE While not LEED certi-fied, other buildings on 
campus that incorporate aspects of sus-
tainable design include the Student 
Union and Recreation Center, Wen-
dell Hill Hall, and · the upcoming 
Hogue Hall addition. 
"All of the buildings implicate 
sustainability practices in both 
the design and construction;' 
Nahan said. 
Within the walls of the green 
buildings are high efficiency 
lighting systems and controls, as 
well as efficient insulation. 
Paints with low volatile or-
ganic compounds are chosen 
for the walls, as are water saving 
toilets and faucets for the bath-
rooms. 
Conservation of energy is a key 
factor in the sustainability of the 
Central campus. The design and con-
struction of new buildings on campus 
has included high efficiency lighting 
systems and controls, as well as efficient 
insulation to reducing heating loss. 
The improvements for a carbon neutral 
university aren't all behind closed doors, but 
include landscape improvements such as limit-
ing the amount of hard surfaces so water can seep 
into the ecosystem in.stead of running off. 
REUSE The Central campus is home to a number of build-
RECYCLING Recycling bins ar~ lo_cat-
ed throughout bmldmgs 
around campus to gather the excess paper, plastic and 
metal that students use each day. Despite the fact that 
these bins often look full, they don't get used as often as they 
should. 
ings that operate in a sustainable fashion. Dean Hall is the 
first building on campus to get "LEED" certification. Leadership in Energy and Envi-
ronmental Design is an accreditation by professionals with strict guidelines to declare 
a building "green:' 
"The majority of the bottles we see in the dining halls and on campus will 
end up in the waste stream;' Brown said. 
"The energy part of the campus is one of our strengths and the other strength is the 
new buildings being LEED certified, which are very positive steps" Brown said. 
Brown points out that virtually all of the vending machines on campus have plastic 
bottles, but there are a handful of ways to tackle this issue. One suggested solution is a 
campus surcharge for the plastic bottles with a fund that could further other sustain-
ability practices, including enhanced recycling projects. 
More than 50 percent of Dean Hall's construction debris was recycled rather than 
taken to the landfill. The ballast from the existing roof was used in the sidewalks and 
landscaping, while the wood, metal and gypsum board were recycled elsewhere. Dean 
"Recyclables become less necessary if you don't generate the waste;' Brown said. 
For more information on how Central is becoming sustainable, visit www.cwu. 
edu!- facility/sustainability. 
Environmental major, center thrive on campus 
BY JESSICA WEISZ I Staff Reporter 
As a new addition to the university's catalog of Bachelor's 
degrees, the new environmental studies program has seen 
rapid enrollment and the development of a new center for the 
environment. 
"It is going really well. We started with zero majors and as 
of right now we have over 30 declared environmental studies 
majors:' said Greg Brown, director of environmental studies 
and the center for the environment. "I am 
from the university, the center has been able to initiate one large 
project. 
To take advantage of the northwest weather patterns, the 
center has begun a demonstration of small-scale wind energy. 
Four small-scale wind turbines have been purchased for 
installation throughout campus. Two of the turbines, a winds pi re 
and helix, are planned to be placed in the central park area near 
the Science Building and in the new park across 
anticipating that this demand for environmental 
studies will continue to grow:' 
While there has been an environmental 
studies minor for nearly 30 years, this is only 
the second year that the Bachelor's of Science 
degree has been offered. When established, the 
department's enrollment goal was 10 students 
per year; they have so far exceeded that goal by 
more than 50 percent. 
University Way from Sue Lamard and Kamala. 
These turbines should be installed by the end 
of summer. Two parapet turbines for rooftop 
installation are also expected to be placed on 
Dean Hall or the future Hogue addition, Brown 
said. 
"We started 
with zero 
majors and as 
of right now we 
have over 30 ... " 
The wind · turbines will be connected to a 
power grid 'to collect data and useable electricity. 
They will then be used as an online educational 
GREG BROWN tool to monitor the devices and to study their The degree is interdisciplinary and requires 
the selection of one of seven specializations. 
The top two specializations are currently 
environmental geography followed by 
environmental biology according to Brown. 
Other specializations include environmental 
Director of Environmental 
Studies and the Center For 
the Environment 
effectiveness and practicality, Brown said. 
Students who are interested in environmental 
studies are encouraged to take ENST courses 
201, Earth as an ecosystem and 202, ecosystems, 
resources, population, and culture. These . 
policy, air and water quality, environmental chemistry and 
geology. 
The introduction of the environmental studies program two 
years ago was accompanied by the creation of the Center for 
the Environment. The concept was designed to provide practical 
application for students outside of core instruction. 
Geology professor Carey Gazis said the center hopes to 
· provide "a place where students and faculty can come together 
for research:' 
While still early in development the center is currently 
working toward establishing staff and funding. Although there 
is no faculty besides Director Greg Brown and limited funding 
general education courses are broad and provide introductory ! 
information useful to determine a student's interest level. 
"I really encourage students to take those first two classes;' 
said Kurt McCanles, senior environmental studies and 
geography double major. "Whether they are a business major, 
communications major or any other, they can be used in 
everyday life:' 
Gazis also suggests that students who intend to enter the 
major get advice early to prevent overlapping courses and to 
ensure timely completion. 
For more information on the environmental studies program 
and manjor, visit www.cwu.edu/- enst. 
Geological Sciences 
awarded 
$1.2 million grant 
BY PETE LOS I Staff Reporter 
Since its invention in the 1950s the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) technol-
ogy and applications have evolved from 
classified military use only to more in-
dustrial and practical uses such as atomic 
clocks, land surveys, cars, pets, disobedient 
teenagers, and even earthquakes in the Pa-
cific Northwest. 
The department of geological sciences 
at Central Washington University was re-
cently awarded a $1.2 million grant by the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Depart-
ment to conduct GPS research to measure 
earthquakes and crustal motion with real-
time systems. 
According to Melbourne, the funds 
were recieved from the department of inte-
rior and ;will be used to make the network 
of geophysical instruments throughout the 
Pacific Northwest earthquake proof. 
"Right now it's all research and devel-
opment;' Melbourne said. "We're trying to 
figure out how to do this best and nobody 
really knows. It's never been done before:' 
Melbourne and his colleagues Marcello 
Santillan, GPS data analyst, Rex Flake, field 
engineer, Craig Scrivner, system adminis-
trator, Ivan Rabak, post doctoral research-
er, and Andy Miner, field engineer and ar-
chive manager plan to create a way to make 
the GPS network tougher and more able to 
withstand and outlast seismic activity. 
GEOLOGICAL - CONTINUED ON P.6 
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NEWS 
4/20 speaker sparks ganja legalization debate 
BY RYAN RICIGLIANO I Asst. News Editor 
April 20 is a holiday for many college students. 
Marijuana activists around the world light up in cel-
ebration of the counterculture that surrounds the earth's 
most controversial green herb. Everything from public 
smoke-out sessions, such as the one that drew over 10,000 
people at the University of Colorado the last two years, 
to communal showings of "Phish 3D" in cities across the 
United States, are being held to promote marijuana. 
The Central Washington University Liberty Club and 
88.1 the 'Burg chose to celebrate their "4/20" holiday by 
bringing former Seattle Police Chief Norm Stamper to 
campus. Stamper, a member of Law Enforcement Against 
Prohibition, is famous for advocating the full-scale legal-
ization of all drugs and for using his former position in law 
enforcement to jockey for that. 
"I came to the conclusion that the drug war was caus-
ing more harm than good a long time ago;' Stamper said. 
"Drugs are more readily available at lower prices and high-
er potency - at any rate that's a failure:' 
Stamper used Tuesday's event to encourage students 
to help change the face of marijuana ~se and advocate for 
change in Washington. 
"Put down the joint for 4/20 and pick up the pen;' 
Stamper said. 
Members of the Liberty Club and Sensible Washington, 
an organization airne9 at advancing legalization efforts, 
collected signatures for Initiative 1068, which would com-
pletely legalize the use of marijuana for adults. . 
RYAN RICIGLIANO 
NORM STAMPER Former Seattle Police Chief and marijuana advocate, Norm Stamper spoke to Central students on Tuesday 
as part of a 4/20 celebration'put on by the Liberty Club. · 
"If you can touch one person and they start talking to 
their friends then you start a chain reaction;' said David· 
Owens, vice president for the Liberty Club. 
cent of their business is in marijuana alone. 
"Marijuana is the number one cash crop in 12 states -
more than wine in California, more than tobacco in South 
Carolina and more than pineapples in 
"People are already on board, but generally they are 
whispering their support;' Stamper said. "Even if people 
hate marijuana, t1ley love civil liberties:' 
Organizers said that Stamper, who has 
spoken at Central before, was a perfect fit 
because he understands the arguments 
against th_e movement and won't simply 
preach to the choir. 
"The Liberty Club is founded on the 
general pursuit of liberty and marijuana 
prohibition is one of the most problemat-
ic laws because it allows the government 
to take away people's liberties;' said Tyler 
Anderson, club senator. "If the marijuana 
user isn't taking anything away from any-
body else, why take their liberties away?" 
Stamper used his 34 years in law en-
"If the marijuana user 
isn't taking anything 
away from anybody 
else, why take their 
liberties away?" 
Norm Stamper 
FORMER SEATTLE POLICE 
CHIEF AND LEGALIZATION 
ADVOCATE 
Hawaii;' Stamper said. 
He went on to say that those oppos-
ing legalization are actually cartels, street 
traffickers and the prison and pharma-
ceutical industries. 
"It's not an exaggeration to say that 
Mexico, like Columbia, is a narco-state;' 
Stamper said. "There is simply no way 
to regulate a commodity that is unlawful 
and illicit:' 
Stamper also discussed how drugs 
have become a black and white issue, 
Stamper concluded his speech with an hour-long ques-
tion and answer session. Fran Cohtahlatah, an Ellensburg 
resident and a medical marijuana user who's been smok-
ing for 40 years, shared her experience with the drug and 
how she's had trouble getting her medicine officially rec-
ognized. 
, "I tend to get emotional when hearing about a free 
American getting denied their medicine because of draco-
nian laws;' Stamper said. 
Cohtahlatah, who said her name means hemp in Cher-
okee, said she believes that education is the key to chang-
ing the laws. 
forcement to give anecdotal evidence of how the prohi-
bition has benefited the black market and actually hurt 
American citizens. He said that Mexican cartels are estab-
lished in over 250 American cities and that 50 to 70 per- · 
with most people believing drugs to be 
bad and laws good. However, Stamper believes that the 
tide is changing and that with the endorsement of high 
profile celebrities like Rick Steves, marijuana will come to 
the mainstream. 
"This is a great opportunity to share my knowledge 
with kids who· have an ability to make a difference;' Coh-
tahlatah said. 
For more information on Norm Stamper, visit www. 
normstamper.com. For more information on NORML can-
tact Chris Bertsch at bertschc@cwu.edu 
Innovation Partnership Zone grant 
helps proiect get off the ground 
BY JESSICA WEISZ I Staff Reporter 
Kittitas County, along with CWU and 
three other organizations, have joined 
together in one of Washington State's ef-
forts to stimulate industry growth and 
build regional economies. The Innova-
tion Partnership Zone (IPZ) will provide 
opportunities for research, education and 
employment in the fast growing alterna-
tive energies industry. 
"This is really a momentous event for 
the future of Kittitas County;' said Kitti-
tas County Commissioner Paul Jewell in 
a press release from the Washington State 
Department of Commerce. "This is an op-
portunity for us to bring some solid job 
growth to our county and to shape the fu-
ture of our economf' 
The five partners of the IPZ are planned 
to meet this Friday to finalize internal 
documents including the organization 
structure, memorandum of understand-
ing, mission statements, and bylaws ac-
cording to Annie Agars, office manager of 
the Economic Development Group of Kit-
titas County. Completion of these docu-
ments along with securing commitment 
from each member means that the part-
nership may move forward in pursuing 
funding and planning for future action. 
The Central Washington Regional En-
ergy Consortium (CWREC) was desig-
nated as an Innovation Partnership Zone 
in October 2009. CWREC is a partner-
ship between Kittitas County, CWU, the 
Economic Development Group of Kittitas 
County, Puget Sound Energy and enXco. 
"IPZs are eligible for state funds and 
other resources provided by the legislature 
or granted by the governor;' said Doug 
Sutherland, interim executive director of 
CWREC in a letter addressing the City 
Council of Ellensburg. 
The partnership will develop an area 
for research and advances in low-carbon 
technology through alternative energy re-
sources, such as wind and water, in Kit-
titas County according to a news release 
by the Washington State Department of 
Commerce. 
The Ellensburg IPZ is the latest of 
twelve in the state. Originally passed by 
Gov. Gregoire and the state legislature in 
2007, the program requires three types of 
institutions operating within their bound-
aries, research capacity in the form of a 
university and dense proximity of globally 
competitive firms in a research based in-
dustry. These requirements and others are 
defined in HB 1091. 
The developing IPZ was brought to 
Kittitas County as an effort to bolster and 
develop the regional economy into more 
than the agricultural and higher educa-
tion economy base seen now into one that 
utilizes natural resources found locally, 
according to a letter by Doug Sutherland, 
interim executive director of CWREC, ad-
dressing the City Council of Ellensburg. 
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WSA takes home national award 
BY BONNIE DAVIDSON I Staff Reporter 
The Washington Students Association 
was recognized for its work in the recent 
legislative session. 
The WSA, in which most of the uni-
versities in the state participate, received 
the Statewide Student Association of the 
Year Award, from the United States Stu-
dent association in Washington, D.C. 
The criteria for the award was the ef-
fectiveness of the organization, the num-
ber oflegislative victories achieved, and if 
there is substantial growth in the group. 
"The WSA demonstrated very effec-
tive grassroots campaigning and orga-
nizing in legislative advocacy;' said Jake 
Stillwell, the national group's communi-
cations director and a Central grad. "In 
doing so [ they were] able to fight off leg-
islation that would drastically increase 
the cost of college:' 
John McKean, · central's legislative li-
aison, did most of the leg work for Cen-
tral students on killing a proposed bill 
that would have eliminated merit-based 
financial aid statewide and cut around 50 
percent of the need-based financial aid. 
Not only were they able to kill this bill, 
but they were able to get an increase in 
state grants and federal Pell grants. The 
WSA Was also able to fund financial aid 
for an additional 400 to 600 students. 
Jack Barry, vice president of the po-
litical affairs office of the Associated 
Students of Central Washington Univer-
sity Board of Directors and chair of the 
WSA at Central, said he kept in touch 
with McKean almost daily to check on 
legislation and to see McKean's prog-
ress. Barry was the main coordinator of 
campus events, such as the student walk 
out to · protest financial aid cuts and the 
Olympia rally in which Central students 
participated. 
"I was doing a lot of stuff, that was new 
to me, like organizing people to get on a 
bus to go over to Olympia;' Barry said. 
"It's difficult getting students involved in 
political stuff, because that doesn't really 
quite turn people on:' 
Barry said there was still a loss to fi-
nancial aid statewide but it was much 
lower than originally proposed, and that 
Senator Jan~a Holmquist represented 
Central well and heard students out. 
"The legislature doesn't have higher 
education on their priorities and they 
haven't since the beginning of the early 
90's;' Barry said. 
Mike Bogatay, executive director of 
the WSA, said the original cuts proposed 
to financial aid statewide would have to-
taled $170 million, but instead they were 
able to gain $4 million in financial aid for 
retraining around 3,000 newer students 
who have been unemployed during the-
current financial· crisis. Bogatay said the 
rally that took place in Olympia was one 
of the largest they have seen in decades. 
"Students in Washington had a pretty 
dismal outlook;' he said. "We managed to 
work legislation to realize the need for fi-
nancial aid programs:' 
NEWS 
Career Quest Job and Internship Fair 
A graduating senior's look at a • • • resu me cr1t1que 
When reviewing a resume, it takes only 
8 seconds for an employer to disregard it. 
According to Career: Services counselor 
Rich Schillinger, it takes an average of 8 
to 30 seconds for 
employers to for- . 
mulate opinions, 
so it is important 
for a resume to be 
affective. 
Being a senior, 
I often think about 
what post-gradua'-
tion opportunities 
will present them-
selves and which 
BY LINDSY WHEADON I Staff Reporter 
what a good resume should entail. How-
ever, Central's Career Services offers indi_-
vidual resume reviews by peer advisors to 
help alleviate the confusion. 
Every Tuesday and Thursday from 11 
a.m. to 1:50 p.m. in the Student Union 
and Recreation Center (SURC) hallway, 
Career Services has a table designated to 
critiquing student resumes and cover let-
ters without charge. 
When attending the Career Services 
setup, I found the experience to be heavy 
on the one-to-one counseling. The Career 
Services counselors are very attentive and 
direct with the information they provide. 
Attendees will have the opportunity to 
learn some useful tips for what all stu-
dents should consider when making a 
resume. 
direction my major and years of educa-
tion will take me. While I have a pretty 
good idea of what my future career will 
be - as I should by the time I graduate -
there are basic necessities that I feel can 
be useful for every student, including a 
well put-together resume. 
First and foremost, there should be ab-
solutely no typos. 
"The quickest way to get a resume 
tossed is to have typos or spelling errors;' 
Schilling said. 
VERONICA GRUBA 
JOB FAIR The Career Quest Job and In ternship Fair was held last Thursday and 
approximately 61 businesses showcased their companies. Over 500 Central students attended. 
I chose to visit the Career Services 
resume review in an attempt to become 
more informed at exactly what employers 
are looking for in a good resume and how 
that correlated with what I included. I've 
often wondered how personal my resume 
should be and what formatting and layout 
guidelines I should follow. I could either 
Google a "good resume layout" or visit the 
Career Services review. I chose to trust 
the experts at Career Services. 
A resume is a self-proclamation docu-
ment that is used in the employment pro-
cess. The first step to getting any job begins 
with a resume. Unfortunately, preparing a 
proper resume can be a challenge, as each 
employer may have different opinions of 
When making a resume, it should be 
as specific as possible and it is important 
to eliminate the "fluff''. By removing clut-
ter, you can address the certification and 
skills that you possess more clearly. These 
qualifications could potentially make for 
conversation during an interview. 
Every resume should include employ-
ment history, beginning with the most 
recent employer and ending with the 
oldest. Included in the employment his-
tory should be the important skills you 
attained while working there and how 
those skills help qualify you for your next 
employer. 
"Nonetheless, articulate the most im-
WORD ON THE STREET: 
What employers look for 
in prospective employees 
BY NAOMI NEWELL I Staff Reporter 
portant duties that you did at each job 
you have experienced;' said Career Ser-
vices counselor Vicki Sannuto. 
According to Career Services, you 
should list the highest education level 
and highlight the coursework and classes 
that demonstrate the acquired skills for 
each specific employer. I also learned 
that references should be on the second 
page with no family or friends listed. In-
stead, include only professors or former 
employers and co-workers. Last but not 
least, include the time that you are avail-
able for employment. • 
According to Kayla Graham, senior 
family and consumer science major, while 
Central Washington University stu-
dents from a wide range of disciplines pe-
rused the Career Quest Job and Internship 
fair Thursday, April 15. 
Approximately 61 businesses show-
cased their companies to students prepar-
ing to transition into the job market. Near-
ly 500 Central students came to see what 
the fair had to offer. 
One thing to keep in mind before next 
year's fair: dress appropriately and come 
prepared. 
it may be intimidating to have someone 
edit a resume, the feedback was valuable. 
"I would rather have constructive 
criticism than none at all;' Graham said. 
"They provided feedback that specifically 
applied to my resume and helped me fur-
ther my resume for future employers:' 
There are numerous things that should 
be included in a resume, so take advan-
tage of all that Career Services has to of-
fer. Aside from resume review, they also 
offer career/major counseling, interview 
preparation and · career fairs and work-
shops. 
For more information visit www.cwu. 
edu! -career. 
"Something that employers said was 
that if they didn't look professional or didn't 
have resumes, they weren't likely to get an 
interview" said Teresa Youngren, Central's 
Employer Recruitment Coordinator. 
If you are preparing to head out in the 
real world, keep in mind that Career Ser-
vices provides mock interviews, career 
counseling as well as mentoring. 
Take advantage of what Central has to 
offer and prepare yourself to be the ulti-
mate interviewee. 
"It is good to have had an 
internship or degree in 
some facet of the company:' 
(Engineering, management, 
construction, health and 
safety.) · 
"We really like to see the 
person come in with prevtous 
research done, with hands on 
work experience in the general 
business field:' 
"We are looking for people 
who are college graduates 
and are willing to relocate 
· anywhere in the USA:' 
"First off, you need a science 
degree, and three big things: 
solid critical thinking skills, 
personal skills, a drive to 
succeed:' 
"We bring together 
people from all different 
backgrounds. We have people 
that are high school and 
college graduates, anywhere 
from 18 to 62:' 
Chad Cross 
Bechtel National 
Safety and Health 
P: (425)602-2430 
www.bechtel.com 
Jessica Weher 
Sherwin-Williams 
Area Recruitment Specialist 
P: (425)427- 1900 
E: Jessica.weher@sherwin.com 
www.sherwin-williams.com 
Laurie Marter-Stratton 
NAPA Auto Parts 
Human Resources Manager 
P: (425)656-732 1 
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Consulting 
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P: (509)574-0839 
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P: (509) 662-6156 
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*· * REGULAR PRICES .APPLY * * 
BOD elections-kick off today 
BY BONNIE DAVIDSON I Staff Reporter 
It's election time for Central Washington 
University students. 
Candidates for positions on the Board of 
Directors (BOD), which is made up of students 
that are voted in annually, will be plastering the 
walls, shaking hands and debating with each other 
on who makes the better candidate. While the 
BOD serves the students by advocating student 
concerns and creating programs for student use, 
they also get involved with legislation and lobby 
for student rights. 
Packets for perspective candidates were made 
available on March 18. Packets 
"We are going to have [ the debate] streaming 
online live for students to view and it's going to be 
a first;' Gray said. 
Online voting will also be available for distance 
sites and the debate will be able to be viewed 
online up to elections. 
These elected positions are also paid positions. 
Just like other campus jobs, they are paid per hour 
and they have a minimum/maximum amount of 
hours required. · 
"For a lot of candidates coming in, [the pay] 
is just a perk because it's already a great resume 
starter for job hunting after 
graduation;' Gray said. included a place to find signatures 
for other students to support the 
candidate, rules and regulations 
of the campaign and other 
information collected from the 
candidates. All the packets must 
be in by April 21 by 4 p.m. 
"One of the goals of 
the BOD was to get 
students stimulated 
The big campaign kickoff 
begins April 22 when the current 
BOD members will meet the 
candidates and resources will be 
available for use. There will be 
four polls for voting; one on the 
East Patio and one on the west 
end of the SURC, as well as one 
enough to get 
involved _and try and 
run." According to Laura Gray, 
Election Coordinator for the BOD, 
over a dozen students picked up a 
packet. 
"One of the goals of the BOD 
was to get students stimulated 
LAURA GRAY poll at Shaw Smyser and one at 
Election Coordinator for the Dean Nicholson. The general 
ASCWU-BOD election day is May 20. 
"It's going to be pretty busy for 
the next month and a half' Gray enough to get involved and try and 
run, which is why I was excited we 
had a big group, and it's a diverse group, so I hope 
to have a really good forum and debate this year;' 
Gray said. 
Gray is head of the committee that oversees 
the election process and makes sure that all rules 
and regulations are followed. The committee 
makes sure the election process is clean and fair. 
However, students are allowed to use most of the 
campus resources to get their name out there. 
This year Gray has also planned with her 
committee to make this election reach out to 
distance sites. KCWU-TV will be on campus to 
tape the last debate before final voting. 
said. 
Students who don't know much about the 
BOD on campus were surprised to hear about 
these positions being paid. Students also didn't 
seem to know much about the BOD and what 
the group did. Angela Stutsman, a Junior Finance 
Major, thinks more people would be interested in 
running if they knew the position was paid. 
"Students need to know more about the BOD 
and more people would be interested in running 
if they knew it was a paid position. I would like to 
see more advocacy for more access to financial aid 
programs and more jobs on campus for students;' 
Stutsman said. 
Important dates for the BOD election: 
April 28 
Forum fo r 
Primary 
Candidates 
SURC pit 
6 - 8 p .m. 
.... May· Yf .. 
General 
Candidate 
Forum 
SURC pit 
4-6, p .m. 
May 18 
Election 
Debate 
SURC Pit 
6 • 9 p.m._ 
May20 
General 
election 
Ends at 7 p .m. 
May6 
Primary 
Election if 
necessary 
May 12 
Forum for Club 
Senate 
Black Hall 151 
5 p.m. 
May 19 
Online voting 
opens .at 
midn ight , 
GEOLO GICAL- CONTI N UED FROM P.3 
"We're trying to earthquake-proof an earth-
quake machine so that it doesn't fail when it's most 
needed;' Flake said. "In Chile, they had GPS run-
ning, but only two that survived the earthquake. All 
the other ones went offiine so you don't even get to 
look at the data of the first historical, mega-thrust 
event next to a city with real building codes:' 
According to Melbourne, the Pacific Northwest 
Geodetic Array (PANGA) is the seismic network of 
the Pacific Northwest. It consists of350 continuous-
ly operating, high-precision GPS receivers located 
throughout the Pacific Northwest. The data is con-
tinuously collected through these instruments and 
downloaded to the Geodesy Lab, where it is then 
analyzed and archived as part of Central's geophys-
ics and tectonics research program. 
"We use this for mitigating hazards from earth-
quakes, landslides, tsunamis and volcanic erup-
tions;' Melbourne said. "The big worry is that as 
soon as the ground starts shaking badly, the power 
will go out and telemetry will fail:' 
According to Melbourne, seismic networks have 
a very tough time when it comes to measuring and 
reporting the world's largest earthquakes if the seis-
mometer is too close to the earthquakes. This newer 
technology in GPS has no trouble with that, assum-
ing the power stays on. 
"GPS provides four things;' Santillan said. 
"Three spatial coordinates and time:' 
According to Santillan, these four things are es-
sential for locating where and when seismic activity 
occurs. If the power fails, all the data will be lost. 
"Tech is pretty incremental in it's own way and 
this is a very new thing;' Melbourne said. "Most 
people haven't heard of GPS networks in the pursuit 
of saving people's lives:' 
If the team can create a way to earthquake-proof 
the machines and systems used in collecting seis-
mic data it may help to give the Pacific Northwest 
fair warning of possibly devastating earthquakes in 
the future. 
"What this is ultimately about is saving lives;' 
Melbourne said. "We live in a very active part of the 
world from an earthquake standpoint. The natures 
of our earthquakes are very, very big; much bigger 
than say California's, but very infrequent. But they 
do come and they will come. It's just a matter of 
time:' 
OPINION 
OPINION EDITOR JEREMY VIMISLIK cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com 
Editor's To read this week's story on the (WU College Rodeo, see 11Dust and Dreams" on p. 15 
NOTE: My life in rodeo with my mom (Annie Oakley) 
BY DARCY WYTKO I Editor-in-Chief 
She's broken her back seven times, won an 
Olympic medal in black powder rifle shooting, 
and spent the last 40 years of her life barrel racing 
in rodeos. 
at the ripe old age of 13, I traded in my cowboy boots for a pair of Chuck Taylors and 
retired. 
As a little girl, when people asked her what she wanted to be when she grew up, 
she would say "Annie Oakley:' 
But it wasn't just rodeo I wanted to put behind me. I wanted a normal mom who 
made cupcakes and went to the mall on weekends, not one that threw tomahawks, shot 
guns and collected champion belt buckles like some people collect stamps. I wanted 
Ward and June Cleaver for parents, not a single cowgirl mom. 
But she never turned into Annie Oakley. Instead she became my mom. 
No one has had a more profound influence on my life than Patty Wytko-Griffith, 
and nothing has shaped me quite like my upbringing in rodeo. 
Then several summers ago, a two-by-four barn· door latch slammed down on my 
hand, snapping my pinky finger in two. I didn't flinch. My friend's jaw dropped. He of-
fered to take me to the doctor. "Naw;' I said. "It's a long way from my heart:' 
By the age of five I could read a road map, since every weekend of my childhood 
we were on the road to rodeos all over Washington, Oregon and Idaho. By the time 
I was 11 , I had two horses of my own, which not only taught me to love animals, 
but to take care of them as well. I even barrel raced, too - and won belt buckles the 
size of my face. 
It was then that I realized just what rodeo, and my mother, had taught me - a fierce 
independence and physical toughness that has allowed me to travel the world and pur-
sue exactly what I want to do, with no apologies and no regrets. · 
Yet once I hit junior high, there was skateboarding, grunge rock and homework. 
It became glaringly obvious that I was "artsy" and that rodeo was not my call-
ing. I became a vegetarian (I never likl'!d meat anyway), listened to Pearl Jam and 
shopped at the Goodwill. 
My hand has long since healed, and my relationship with my mom has never been 
stronger. I enjoy rodeo now, even though I struggle with how roughly the animals are 
sometimes treated. Yet most contestants and stock contractors I've known love their 
animals like children, and treat them with utmost care. 
I refused to set foot at a rodeo. I'd eaten enough fair food and shoveled enough 
horse crap for a lifetime. I'd gotten so much dirt up my nose I could feel a dust tu-
mor forming, and I never wanted to see another Porta-Potty as long as I lived. So 
As for my mom, her latest venture involves rescuing 11 wild horses from Theodore 
Roosevelt National Park in North Dakota. June Cleaver ~
she'll never be, but to me, she's something better - my 
best friend and inspiration. 
Dear Reader, 
No letters this week ... again. 
[Even with Jeremy's article last week 
bashing Obamacare? Really?] 
The Observer welcomes brief letters (300 words or less) from readers on cur-
rent issues. Please include your lull nome and university affiliation: year and 
major, degree and year graduated, or stall position and department. For let-
terts to be printed in the following week's issue, please e-mail your letters to 
cwuobserveropinion@gmoil.com by 5 p.m. Monday. The Observer reserves 
the right to edit for style and length. Anonymous letters will not be considered. 
The editorial views expressed here are those of the writers and not necessarily the views of the stall at large, the student 
body, or the faculty and odm1nistration. They ore not to be considered the official views of (WU. 
Observance 
A healthy alternative 
to bingeing on Busch 
BY LURI BERNITT I Copy Desk 
Struggling to decide what to write for my 
first opinion piece, I decided to open a bottle of 
"liquid inspiration;' or in other words, a bottle 
of wine. Three glasses later it was obvious that I 
had discovered a new profound love for wine ... 
or as other would say, a problem. 
It wasn't until recently that I discovered this 
new love for wine. After endless weekends . of 
bad beer and Burnett's, I decided to step it up 
and buy a bottle of wine to try; it was an Asian 
pear wine, and surprisingly it was gone awfully 
fast. I continued to purchase and try new wines 
to further expand my palette. 
I feel wine has more to offer than your typi-
cal Friday night pre-funk. A good wine pairs 
nicely with steak or salmon, turns an ordinary 
night into a special occasion and makes any B-
rated movie even more·enjoyable. 
According to the newly 21-year-old crowd, 
wine has a snobby sophisticated stereotype re-
served only for our parents and grandparents. 
I am here to prove you wrong! Yes, wine may 
be an acquired taste, and yes, it may be over-
whelming at first, but these reasons should not 
limit you to trying something new. In order 
to truly admire wine, you must keep an open 
mind and an open palette. 
There are many different types of wines to 
indulge in such as: reds ( cabernets, merlots and 
syrahs), whites (chardonnays, pinots and ries-
lings), as well as dessert wines (ports and sher-
rys). All range from unique bold flavors to light 
and sweet depending on your mood. 
While going to school here at Central, some 
don't realize how much of a big deal wine is to 
our state and the Central Washington region. 
There are some amazing wineries in the Co-
lumbian basin and we are fortunate enough to 
be located in a perfect area for them. I reccom-
mend going to Wineworks, Gifts of the Vin~ 
or even Happy's to browse and purchase wine 
since they are often supportive and enthusiastic 
about recommending their favorites. 
"From robust reds to crisp 
whites, I highly recom-
mend pushing Busch, Bud 
and Coors aside for one 
night and grabbing a bot-
tle of vino for your next 
get-together or night in." 
• If you still aren't convinced consider the 
following: research has proven that drinking 
.a modest amount of wine can lower your bad 
cholesterol, increase your good cholesterol, 
lower your blood pressur~, increase your bone 
density, reduce your chances of having kidney 
stones and improve your memory. Can your 
six- pack of Rainier do that? 
From robust reds to crisp whites, I highly 
recommend pushing Busch, Bud and Coors 
aside for one night and grabbing a bottle of 
vino for your next get-together or night in. Not 
only is wine full of ·antioxidants; neutralizing 
harmful free radicals in your body reducing the 
risk of heart attacks and strokes, but it also has 
a higher alcohol percentage for those who are 
counting! 
Deadlines: 
Weekend sports information: Mon. 3 
p.m. -5 p.m. 
Entertainment, meetings, calendar 
events: Fri. 5 _p.m. 
Display ads: Fri. 5 p_.m. 
Observer Newsroom 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Boullion 222 (WU, 400 E. University Woy 
Ellensburg>. WA 98926 Letters to the editor: Sun. 5 p.m. Closs"lied Ads: Fri. 5 p.m. c uo server@gmail.com 509-963-T u73 
Muslim Women: 
Life inside the Hiiab 
Special to the Observer 
BY CHARMAINE HARTSHORN 
Senior, Education major 
WITH HELP FROM SHURUQ ALHAMRANI 
Freshman, ITAM 
, I made a "Wildcat Connection'' on campus with three Mus-
lim women who are CWU students from Saudi Arabia. For me, 
the connection is especially meaningful because I want to learn 
more about the Middle East and challenge my misconceptions 
and fears. 
I am currently a student in Professor Barb Flanagan's Political 
Science 375: The Politics of The Middle East. Recently, following 
a class discussion about modern Islamic dress and the hijab, the 
veiling worn by Muslim women in the Middle East, I noticed a 
female student on campus wearing a hijab. I eagerly introduced 
myself and invited a conversation and discussion about the Is-
lamic dress code rules for women. I wanted to know if Muslim 
women get to choose to ~ear a hijab or if it is forced upon them. 
Following our first conversation, we agreed to meet regularly 
for a cultural exchange. Our circle now includes more female stu-
dents from the Middle East. I usually bring my textbook, The 
Middle East Eleventh Edition, and questions from my lecture 
notes. Through conversation we have revealed many misper-
ceptions, including my biggest one of all: Muslim women being 
forced to wear a hijab. 
I learned that Islamic dress code is dictated by religious at-
titudes, beliefs and conviction. It requires women to wear little 
makeup and "jewelry and loose, simple clothing to cover head 
and body. It is intended not to attract attention or reveal one's 
body shape. Not all Muslim women throughout the Middle East 
and the world wear one type of clothing. Standards vary among 
countries. 
In some countries, like Afghanistan, rules are different and 
stricter. Women may be required to cover up entirely so that only 
their eyes appear, while men may often wear scarves or turbans. 
Yet, in Cairo, the capital of Egypt, the Islamic dress code is less 
structured. Muslim women may be seen wearing variations on 
Western styles of clothing. Throughout the Muslim world many 
devout Muslims, including my cultural exchange group, obey the 
strict modesty dress code of Islam because they want to follow 
the rules of modesty that originate in the Koran and from the 
prophet Muhammad (c.570-632), the founder oflslam. They take 
great pride in their Arab identity and their devotion to Islam. 
I am thankful for the opportunity to attend CWU and will 
always appreciate and remember my good fortune to have this 
cultural exchange. I learned an important and personal lesson; by 
sharing my misconceptions with others, I can change my mind 
and my opinion. 
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OPINION 
RLALationships 101: 
Unlikely 
Friendships 
BY ERICA SPALTI I Online Editor 
Last year I was asked to go and report on the Central Wash-
ington University's ROTC award ceremony. The ROTC was being 
awarded a prestigious award and it was a huge ceremony, and I did 
NOT want to go (I know, what a terrible attitude to have) . How-
ever, I went to the ceremony, and let me tell you, I am glad I did. 
On one note, it made me have a lot more respect for our ROTC 
program. They bust their butts and it pays off. On another note, I 
met someone there who turned out to be one of closest friends and 
someone who has truly changed my life. · 
After reviewing my notes, I realized that there was a really im -
portant person I needed to talk to who had won Cadet of the Year 
for 2009. Being a reporter, I knew I should talk to him to make my 
story perfect. I went into the interview thinking I would come out 
of it with a great interview and the perfect end to a story - not a 
friend. . · 
After the story I talked to my new friend a lot and we hung out 
once over the summer. Knowing I was afraid of heights and that I 
wanted to cross off "doing something crazy" on my bucket list; he 
took me cliff jumping. I realized that day that he had become one 
of my closest friends over the past few months. 
He forced me to face a fear, and whenever I had a problem with 
work or friends or even family, he always pushed me to be myself 
and to never change for anyone. I had never met anyone that could 
generate an intelligent conversation that frustrated me so much. 
My friend recently reported to Fort Benning, Ga. and saying 
goodbye was really hard. Here is my advice to all you readers: think 
that person at your work or in your class isn't your type of friend? 
Think again. You never really know a person and how they will 
change your life until you take a chance on them. 
I wish my friend the best of luck and safe travels in all of his 
military adventures. 
X.O.X.O. 
Erica 
Got a relationship problem and you need some outside advice? Send me 
an e-mail at cwuobserveronline@gmail.com. 
Deep Thoughts 
BY QUINN EDDY I Thinker 
My friends, 
A wise man once said, "My car has so much dog hair in it it's like 
riding in a dof' 
That crappy feeling you get in your stomach before you talk in 
front of a large group is a lot like the feeling you get after burning a 
pack of Marb menthols. 
It's a sad day when you're talking to a cat and you realize it's a 
rock. 
The boys at Ice House's Plank Road brewery know their stuff. 
I'm getting sick of people thinking it's weird I want to have a 
dog party. 
I think my car is cleaner on the outside than most of the dishes 
in my cupboard. · · 
Some kid in my advanced advertisement writing class came up 
with the idea of naming a moped company "Skeet-skeet:' I sug-
gested he might as well call it "Semen-semen:' I wouldn't buy a 
scooter for my youngster from a company called "Semen-semen:' 
It's hard to train your dog to make sounds like Chewbacca. 
If you don't get cookies every time you go into Subway, I don't 
want anything to do with you. 
Honestly, who gets heartburn from Honey Nut Cheerios? 
Sometimes it feels really good to just lay down a fat middle fin-
ger at one of your good buddies and shake loose the cobwebs. 
It's awesome how when Central Softball wins their game against 
Western in overtime with a home run, they crank up the Boston. 
I honestly thought quaaludes were a type of bird. 
Its tough to not be creepy when you fall for a girl the second 
you meet. 
Last week I couldn't come up with a vocabulary enrichment so 
this one is a special one. Cha (n.) - slang term used in lieu of pro-
nouncing the full term, chewing tobacco. Used in a sentence, "Bro, 
Cha is the new Burn:' 
.JI~ ll I~ IIY' S 
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The KFC Double Down smack downl 
BY JEREMY VIMISLIK I Opinion Editor 
So, half due to my lack of reader contribu-
tion, half due to my procrastination, I've de-
cided to take a reprieve from my usual politi-
cal turmoil updates. After reading Quinn's bit 
last week about the KFC Double Down (DD), 
I decided to take the plunge. I admit, the first 
time I saw an ad for the DD I thought it was a 
joke. When I knew it was legit, I checked it out 
online and found that the caloric count stacks 
up to a mere 540 for the crispy chicken version, 
460 for the grilled! Just off the top of my head, 
that is pretty much less than any Burger King 
or McDonald's combo. Although I really like 
the grilled KFC line, I decided to take one for 
the team and go with the original recipe, for the 
sake of my research for this article. 
Looking down at the greasy goodness, my 
mind began to wander. 
I began to think of one of my favorite bore-
dom-browsing sites: www.thisiswhyyourefat. 
com. It has user-contributed pictures of cre-
ative (usually deep-fried), concoctions some-
where between nightmarish and mouth-water-
ing. I browse the site when I feel fat after eating 
something health officials warn is horrible for 
my body. It makes me feel like I'm in pretty 
good standing compared to some people in the 
world, just like when I watch COPS. 
So I was sitting there, sobbing because the 
cheese running down my chin made me imag-
ine my arteries congealing into a viscous sludge. 
This brought me to another revelation. The 
KFC Double Down is the epitome of Amerl-
can ideals. We want results. We want a lot for a 
little. And we want it fast. Well, the DD is just 
that. Fast food is about as efficient as it gets, but 
what next? REMOVE THE BUN! Even better. 
Now if you extrapolate that to a deeper sig-
nificance, the DD is why most of the rest of the 
world hates Americans. We drive our SUV's 
half a mile from our houses to the 7-11 just to 
pick up a Slurpy. The Slurpy cup is made from 
petroleum products that we likely will not re-
cycle. The SUV used about a gallon of gas (just 
a guesstimate). • 
I spent six years growing up in Japan, and it's 
pretty awesome over there. All of the trashcans 
are accompanied by several recycling bins. Ev-
ery time you need to thro}'V something out, you 
separate and recycle - that way it isn't even a 
second thought. 
Reminiscing about my youth spent in the 
land of the rising sun, I began to think about 
the rising sun. To work off this sandwich, I'll 
probably need to hit the gym for two or three 
hours at least. That. got me thinking about all 
the people I know that complain about their 
weight. Now, it is one thing to complain about 
how your daily diet and exercise regiment is 
not working - it is quite another to complain 
about your weight after hitting the gym for 20 
minutes a week and eating a whole bag of chips 
every few days. 
Now, I will be the first to admit I am not ex-
actly the most svelte man on canipus. That be-
ing said, I'm okay with that realization. Really. 
I want to lose weight and gain muscle, but I am 
not willing to spend hours everyday grunting 
at my biceps in the mirror and I do not have 
the fortitude to cut my caloric intake in half. So, 
I exercise and eat healthy (ish), but I am defi-
nitely not on my way to the beach while eating 
this sandwich. 
Wiping the crumbs ( of batter, not bun) off 
my lips, I am overwhelmed with a sense of ac-
complishment. I just had a double-negative 
open-faced sandwich. Congrats Jeremy. I ad-
mit, I didn't think you had it in you. What a 
thought-provoking meal. (For the record - yes. 
I do suggest trying it at least once). 
A colleague of mine, who's real name shall not be given but will be referred to _ 
simply as Jimmy-Dean, and myself had differing opinions on the definition of seduction. 
He believes it's the act of using charm to invoke acts involving physical contact but not 
necessarily sexual actions. I define ii as being more exclusive in the sense that it requires 
sexual interaction in order to be considered seduction. Without the more intimate behav-
iors involved, I pose that it simply becomes charming or enticing the person. What do you 
consider to be seduction? 
Sincerely, Dr. Ramsey 
Dear Dr. Ramsey, 
Personally, I find seducing someone a lot different from charming them. It sounds like what 
this Jimmy-Dean is talking about is more about charming the ladies, especially since he used the 
word "Charm" in his definition. You see, when you are defining something, you need to use words 
that ONLY pertain to the meaning of the word being described. You can't describe an apple and 
then use a banana in the description, because bananas have nothing to do with apples (besides 
them both being fruits). 
Charm is more of a "wooing" factor to ca!ch someone's eye and let them know you're there, 
where as Seduction is a more about sexual appeal, and you use it to bring about sexual intercourse 
or lead someone on to get something else out of them. Many people nowadays don't know the 
difference and use these terms interchangeably, because most of our younger generations like to 
use words in place of other words (much like the all demeaning "that's so gay" instead of "that's 
so stupid:' My come back for this saying is, "I don't think it's very sparkly and fabulo1:1s, it's rather 
stupid if you ask me:' or "That's so straight!"). . 
People need to start learning the difference of words and when to use them. As for your fnend, 
I'm sure he just wasn't aware of what the word meant and thought it sounded right in the sentence 
he was using. It's nothing ·to worry about, but if it comes down to who was right and who was 
wrong, take a look at www.Dictionary.com's answer: . . . . 
"Seduction: (v) To enticing someone astray from right behav10r, or an act of wmnmg the love 
or sexual favor of someone:' 
So you would be right, it does involve sex or "love" (as the kids call it t~ese days) . . . · 
The way I remember the difference from Charming people and seducmg people 1s seducmg 
starts with "SE" just like SEX. And Charm starts with "CH" just like children's play. 
I hope this helps. LOVE ALWAYS, *Tina Sparkle* 
Dear Readers, 
I apologize for not having an article last week, I am busy working on my "Ru Paul Drag Season 3:' audition. So for I'~ pretty 
far in the audition process, and it's looking like I might be going to Hollywood soon enough, so wish me luck and don I forget 
lo write in! asktinasparkle@yahoo.com 
.... .. ...... .......... : ........... ............................................. ........ .. .................. ...... ... ... ........ ...... ............ ... ................ ............ .. ........ ........ ................... ................... . . 
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SCENE 
SCENE EDITOR DAVID GUZMAN cwuobserverscene@gmail.com 
'WaterRou 
Central centers 1se wate • • cr1s1s awareness 
WATER 
FACTS* 
About 70 percent 
of an adult's body is 
made of water. 
The Earth contains 
about 326 million 
cubic miles of water. 
The average 
American uses 80-100 
gallons of water per 
day. 
When you feel thirsty, 
you have lost has lost 
over 1 percent of your 
total water amount. 
*Courtesy of allaboutwater.org. 
BY LURA TREIBER 
~:,,. 
Staff Reporter ·· ' 
Six kilometers. That's 3. 7 miles - the MySpace. 
average distance that women and chil- "r saw it and I was like, woah that is 
dren living in many third-world coun- awesome;' Blythe said. 
tries have to walk to secure water. Jones, a cabinet salesman, runs. 
To help raise awareness, Gail Farmer, Bloomsday, a 12 kilometer run, each ' 
director of wellness, hosted the Dow year in Spokane. Even so, he found this 
Live Earth Run for Water event on Sun- course more difficult. Jones and his 
day, April 18 on the Central Washing- daughter both thought the cause was 
ton University campus. a good one; Blythe even shaved "Live 
"We take water for granted;' Farmer Earth'' into her father's hair. 
said. "If you think about the millions of "Everyone needs clean water to 'sur- ·, ·'.t' 
people in the world who really have to vive;' Jones said. "We all take it for grant:' · t):, 
think about that [water] , or who don't ed because it's on every street corner:' 
think about it and just drink whatever The sunny, breezy conditions on April 
water is available and get sick:' 18 made for good running and walk-
The Run for Water event is a series of ing weather as participants gathered on 
six kilometer runs or walks set up over the patio at 9 a.m. to start the run. It 
a 24 hour period in 150 different coun- took a few participants just a half hour 
tries, all to educate people about the to complete the 6-kilometer course. The 
world's water crisis. The run at Central path went south to University Way, then 
was centered around water issues in Haiti. snaked through campus, up to 18th Av-
According to Dow Live Earth's website, enue and then back to the west patio. 
one in eight people do not have access to The first Central student and second 
safe drinking water. Each year nearly 2 person to finish the run was Ziyang Liu, 
million people die in Africa, Latin Amer- also known as Sophia, an exercise science 
ica and Asia due to water borne diseases. graduate student originally from China. 
"I think a lot of people are unaware of She participated because she likes to run 
issues like this and the more you put it out and thought it was a good cause. 
there, the more change can occur;' said "Students and faculty get a chance to 
Rosemary Angeles, freshman undeclared know there are some places where it's still 
and Civic Engagement Center service hard to get fresh water and appreciate what 
learning fellow, who helped with the event. they have;' Liu said. "I grew up in a big city 
Farmer decided to put on the event after in China. I still remember when I was a 
-_ ,, receiving an e-mail from Live Earth. little kid, the water was sour:' , ,., 
·/ · "It just spoke to me;' Farmer said. "I just Liu said that when she was 10 years old; , * 
~ ink it's such a worthy cause:' the government created a program that in-• · · 
' · ·- - "" With the help of University Recreation, a troduced fresh air to her city and the water 
route was set up throughout campus, com- improved, but it has been something that 
plete with water stations. Central students has stuck in her mind for her whole life. 
and faculty alike participated in the event. Farmer and Angeles hope that partici-
., Two participants, Matt Jones and his pants learned something from the event. 
· daughter Blythe, ,drove three hours from "I hope that they leave with:a.bettef4. ' 
_.,,, , .. ·• •·• i' .. " ./~.·_'·;.\:, -~·:. (~ ·,: -_. , ;c ,> 'f' :,,<r, :. ,;:, ,( , : 
!li.ei,i: ~'ome .~ri~hxli:~; l 'dapo to a~end .,. derstanding for tb;e· pJ-ed, ,:fovwater.-in 
.. , , ,. '·' .. 'f' fth p~act, Blythe,J?--·wor\d,". Angeles, ·s;t{~r'-f ' 
. ,,, . . '· ,' . .ersori,¢an in ' 
What ore you doing to go green? 
"We have a recycling 
service, recycling 
everything we can." 
Elizabeth Vellutini 
junior graphic design major 
"I'm trying to legalize 
· marijuana. Hemp is a 
good technology for 
reducing w~ste." 
Ian Hughes 
freshman undeclared 
"I don't drive anywhere." 
Korista Minney 
freshman elementary ed. major 
"I'm walking more. 
[My friend] forces me to 
recycle when I clean my 
room." 
Justin Brown 
freshman undeclared 
EARTH 
FACTS** 
The population of the 
world will grow by 
211,000 people daily. 
The sun's energy in-
tercepted by Earth is 
6000 trillion kilowatt-
hours (600,000 times 
the quantity 
Americans consume in 
a day) 
About 50,000 acres of 
for est will be 
eliminated. 
3 billion gallons of 
oil will be consumed 
every day. 
**Courtesy of University of North 
Dakota's Earth Day Symposium. 
"I take shorter showers, 
I tum all the lights out, 
and I unplug my cell 
phone charger." 
Jordan Roberts 
freshman undeclared 
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Shh ... what's your secret? 
Central students confess PostSecret-style 
BY EMILY SPOOR I Staff Reporter 
Most college students are not new to the concept of writing on note cards. 
This time, however, they will not be used to help study for a big test. 
The Migrant Student Organization, in conjunction with the Civic Engage-
ment and Wellness Centers, has been collecting anonymous secret submis-
sions to use in a campus community art project, which went up on April 19. 
Students can decorate the note cards and share secrets for therapeutic value. 
The concept is based on Frank Warren's popular website and touring ex-
hibit "PostSecreC which will be coming to Central's campus on Sept. 30. 
Originally, the event was publiciz~d for April 16, but had to be rescheduled 
due to miscommunications with booking and funding. 
"Unlike PostSecret, which collects- post cards from all over the world, 
Central Secrets is locally targeted to students for a more personal atmo-
sphere;' said Dayana Diaz, a junior public health major and peer health 
educator. 
"Once the display is up, students can attach their own secrets directly to 
the maze boards. Since the artwork will be completely accessible, we ask 
that onlookers show respect and do not tamper with the display;' said Ash-
ley Mastin, senior fine arts major and service learning fellow. 
Participants are encouraged to get creative with their note cards and con-
sider the presentation as well as the content. Those seeking inspiration are 
advised to check out the PostSecret website to get a feel for the concept. No 
topic is off limits, making this an event conducive to unfiltered expression. 
The guidelines for the Central Secrets maze are the same as the global 
PostSecret project: 
"Your secret can be a regret, fear, betrayal, desire, confession or child hu-
miliation. Reveal anything - as long as it is true and you have never shared 
it with anyone before:' 
DAVID GUZMAN 
CENTRAL SECRETS The Wellness Center, Recreation Cente·r, Wil_dcat Shop and Cat-Trax coffee stands 
are accepting secrets. The Central Secrets maze will be showcased until 5 p.m. on April 30. 
The cards will be displayed in a maze throughout the SURC, along with 
mental health information and Health Center resources relating to depres-
sion, stress and anxiety. 
Visit the PostSecret website at www.postsecret.com for more information. 
Rock Against Rape 
Concert raises sexual assault 
awareness 
BY TARA KLETTKE I Staff Reporter 
The SURC ballroom will be rocking 
to a whole new beat from 5 to 10 p.m. on 
April 28. Event planners are hoping for 
a major turn out for the second annual 
Rock Against Rape event. 
Rock Against Rape is an annual event 
held on campuses across the country. The 
event brings attention to sexual violence 
and its victims through facts provided by 
CWU's Sexual Assault Facts and Educa-
tion (S.A.F.E.), and other campus groups. 
However, the event is not all about the 
facts; it is also about fun. As part of the 
event, five artists will perform: Poor Folk, 
Holly Starr, Adam Lange, Red Means Go 
and Lauren Short, an acoustic artist and 
vocalist. The event will also feature a live 
art battle, during which participants can 
vote on their favorite piece of art. 
Short, senior communication studies 
major, said that she is happy and glad to 
be part of this years event, " I always feel 
that there should be .more awareness for 
things such as sexual assault and rape:' 
Nikki Newsome, president of Central's · 
S.A.F.E and an event organizer, said, "The 
biggest difference for this years event is 
everything will be bigger:' 
Activities planned include hands-on 
interactive booths such as "These Hands 
Don't Hurt;' "Walking The Walk'' and 
"Connection to the Issue:' With names 
like these, the message of the event is sure 
to shine through all the fun. There will 
also be an interactive self-defense demon-
stration. Free pizza and beverages will be_ 
provided to all participants at the event as 
well. 
"It is really an exciting event;' said An-
drea Easlick, health educator and sexual 
assault response coordinator for the Well-
ness Center and supervisor of the event. 
"It gives students a chance to understand 
what sexual assault is all about in a safe, 
fun, non-scary way, because lets face it, 
sexual assault isn't a light subject to talk 
about:' 
Rock Against Rape made its first ap-
pearance on Central's campus last year 
when S.A.F.E. hosted the event with great 
success. In 2009, it was voted program 
of the year by the Pacific Affiliate of Col-
lege and University Residence Halls along 
the west coast. It beat out dozens of other 
programs and has proven to be an educa-
tional hit. 
"The turn out for last year was around 
350 people;' Newsome said. "Because ev-
erything is going to be bigger this year, 
we're really hoping for a larger turn out:' 
Newsome and Easlick both hope for 
this event to continue to be put on annu-
ally, but the fate of Rock Against Rape on 
Central's campus lies in the hands of fu-
ture S.A.F.E membership involvement. 
For informatioion on how to join S.A.F.E. or 
volunteer at Rock Against Rape, visit the Wellness 
Center in SUR( 139. 
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Fair Trade Coffee Night concludes 
Environmental Awareness Week 
BY DAVID GUZMAN Scene Editor 
Students looking to enjoy live mu-
sic and learn about responsible .coffee 
·consumption are invited to attend the 
second annual Fair Trade Coffee Night, 
from 8 - 10 p.m. tomorrow at D&M 
Coffee on 3rd and Pine. 
As part of the Don & Verna Duncan 
Civic Engagement Center's Environ-
mental Awareness Week, the Fair Trade 
Coffee Night caps off a week of events 
bringing attention to environmental is-
sues for students. The event is part of the 
center's "Unheard Voices" series. 
Local Central artists, including Chel-
sea Craven and It's An Opera, will per-· 
form a variety of original music, while 
attendees will get the opportunity to 
sample Fair Trade coffee from around 
the world and learn how to get involved. 
, Fair Trade refers to a partnership be-
tween consumers in North America and 
coffee producers overseas. According to 
Jonathan Ingram, experimental science 
graduate student and graduate assistant, 
Fair Trade allows coffee producers to 
get fair prices to maintain better living 
conditions and to promote sustainability. 
"I think awareness is important," In-
gram said. "Fair Trade affects farming 
practices, which affects the environ-
ment." 
The . Fair Trade Coffee Night also 
wraps up the 30-Hour Fast, a yearly 
event put on by the center that enables 
students to experience hunger -and raise 
awareness of poverty around the world. 
D&M Coffee is one of the several lo-
cations participating in the Friday Night 
Hunger Fight, which follows the fast. 
D&M, like the other participating 
food vendors in town, is donating 10 -
15 percent of each person's bill to the 
local FISH Food Bank. 
"Supporting Fair Trade is one more 
way to contribute to a healthier world," 
said Ingrid Lutz, D&M Coffee man-
ager. 
SCENE 
Sportsjock turned artist 
Student musician Kyle Smeback performs Tuesday 
At just over 6 feet tall, with blonde hair 
and blue eyes, Kyle Smeback, 23-year-old 
public relations major may appear- to be 
just another college student. 
Yet, when he's not working on assign-
ments for classes, Smeback is recording 
music, writing songs and performing.-
Smeback is not just a college student. He 
is also a singer-songwriter. Smeback will 
be performing in the SURC Pit at 7 p.m. 
on Tuesday, April 27. 
Liz Rich, Campus Activities student 
coordinator says that Campus Activities 
is trying to "focus on . the student body · 
and have their peers perform and show-
case their talents:' 
BY ERIKA SOLIS I Staff Reporter 
"I just learned to have fun with it and 
interact with the audience" Smeback said. 
One of Smeback's favorite aspects of 
being a performer is the creative side. 
Jaeger describes him as one of the most 
honest people he's ever met. That honesty 
carries over into his writing anq he __ does 
his best to make his lyrics general so .ev-
eryone can relate. 
"The creating process is a high on its 
own;' Smeback said. "You could be walk-
ing and you just think of it and you have 
to write it down. · When I write, I repre-
sent my own experience, I'm not making 
anything up:' 
Aspiring singer-songwriters can take 
some advice from Smeback. 
"As long as it represents you, you nev-
er know what sound might bring out the 
best in you;' he said. 
Smeback is currently working on his 
first studio album, which will debut May 
20. The album, which he has not yet titled, 
will feature 11 songs, seven of which were 
on his self-made demo. The sound of his 
music has been compared to the musical 
styles ofJohn Mayer and Jack Johnson. 
NATALIE KINKEL · 
KYLE SMEBACK Smeback draws musical influence from artists such as Jack Johnson, 
Smeback will be out promoting his al-
bum this summer. · 
Rich said that his music is "nice to just 
sit and listen to:' 
Ben Harper and Dave Matthews. 
became a reality for him. the stage. 
"Go see him!" Jaeger said. ''I've never 
seen anyone put on a show like him. He's 
the real deal:' 
A self-taught musician, Smeback be-
gan learning by playing _ other artists' 
music by ear at the age of 16. He admits 
that in the past it was hard to recognize 
himself as a musician because he grew up 
playing sports. It was not until his junior 
year in college, when he started playing 
numerous shows, that his musical career 
· Jordan Jaeger, 24, a Central graduate 
and Smeback's friend, is one of his sup-
porters. He has been to about 20 of Sme-
beck's shows. -
According to Jaeger, the first time 
Smeback played at a Yakima venue, he 
was the only performer who packed the 
place, with about 130 people crowding 
While it might not seem like it, it 
wasn't always easy for Smeback to per-
form for an audience. Smeback said that 
his biggest obstacle on this musical jour-
ney was _himself; Just getting out of the 
house to perform and have people hear 
his lyrics was the hardest part. However, 
he eventually overcame it. 
·· ··· ····· · ···· •········· · ···· · ···· •·:·• ····· · ···· · ·· 
Kyle Smeback will be performing· at 7 p.m. on 
Tu11sday, April 27. 
For (Tlore information, check out 
Kyle Smeback's MySpace page: 
www.myspace.com/kylesmeback 
.... ......... ... ; .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... ...... ~ .... ......... ; ... ... .... ...... .... .. ... .. .. ' ... ... ... ... ; ..... . .... ......... .... .... ............... ; .. ... · ... .... .. ... ............ ...... ....... ; .. ..... .. ... .... .. .. .. ... .. .. ........ ... . 
With the Post-9/11 GI Bill in place, thousands of vet-
erans leave combat each year and enter the realm of 
higher education. 
According to the l.Inited States Department of Veter-
ans Affairs, the Post~9/11 GI Bill allows any honorably 
discharged veteran wh.9 .served at least 90 days of aggre-
gate service on or aft~;S~ptember 11, 2001, or individu-
. als discharged with i-\~~vi~e-connected disability after 
30 days, fully paid t~'ititin. Those atten;ding an Institu-
tion ofHigher·L~irning.in the United States also receive 
a monthly hous,ing allowance and an annual stipend of 
$1,000 for books and supplies. 
Many veterans see the GI bill as an opportunity to bet-
ter their lives, but acclimating to a brand new ehviron-
menr cai:i. l;>e :d_if9~ult, ';;.:; _ _ ... . . 
T.lie StuqentOVeterans\>f Central Washington is a club 
that Was established tb <leternune the needs of student 
vet~rans and t~ help th~se havmg trouble adjusting to 
college life. The Veterans Association on campus can 
help with figuring out the aspects of the GI Bill, but 
many veterans feel this club will also help address other 
issues student veterans face and bring to light. 
Paul Stayback, junior social studies education major 
and a specialist in the army, Kevin McFadden, sopho-
more physical education and school health major and a 
few other individuals saw a need for a more social and 
organized atmosphere to bring veterans together. 
"Right now we're just trying to identify the veterans on 
campus and their wants and their needs;' Stayback said. 
According to Stayback, who is the interim president 
for th!! Student Veterans of Central Washington, there 
BY CHRISTINE JAHNS I Senior Reporter 
are around 300 veterans on campus using the GI Bill, 
along with older veterans that are not eligible for the GI 
Bill. Many of these veterans may be dealing with their 
own problems such as difficulty with new computer 
technology, post traumatic str.ess disorder or adjusting 
to dorm life. 
"Playing Call of Duty at three in the morn-
ing, with things blowing up and shooting ... 
When you've been through that for real it's 
kind of tough to be woken up to." 
PAUL STAYBACK 
Interim President 
Student Veterans of Central Washington 
McFadden also helped establish a very successful 
veterans club at his community college in Wenatchee. 
When he came to Central in the fall, he saw another op-
portunity to help fellow veterans. 
"We want to make sure the new veterans coming to 
campus know what resources are available, and [to) 
make their experience better than what ours was;' Mc-
Fadden said. 
The club is setting up a couple events to get the word 
out and educate people on the difficulties many veterans 
face on a college campus. The first event is on April 21 
for campus resident advisors (RAs) and apartment man-
agers as part of their training. Members of the club will 
educate the staff on how difficult dorm life can be for 
many veterans. 
"Playing Call of Duty at three in the morning, with 
things blowing up and shooting;' Stayback said. "When 
you've been through that for real, it's kind of tough to be 
woken up to:' 
Stayback also hopes to establish a program for new 
student orientation that will help fellow students under-
stand the difficulties that student veterans face. 
''As veterans, we're coming from a much different 
place than the average student; we're older, we' have 
much different life experiences up to this point;' said 
Jeph Hurley, junior biology education major and a petty 
officer, 2nd class, in the navy. "Sometimes that leads to a 
situation where we can feel isolated and it's nice to have 
this group:' 
To bring more veterans into the group, there will be 
a group outing to an arena football game in Wenatchee 
on: the evening of April 24. The event is open to student 
veterans who are in - or are interested in joining - the 
club and want to socialize with other veterans. Tickets 
are still available. 
Since the club was recognized just last Tuesday, set 
meeting times have not been established. They are hop-
ing to meet every two weeks. 
For more information about going to the football game 
or joining the club, email Poul Stoybock of: 
staybacp@cwu.edu 
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Music· Review 
Coheed and Cambria experiment with electronico on "Block Rainbow" 
Amidst the Beiber-fever and auto-tuned rap comes 
Coheed and Cambria's fifth studio album, "Year of the 
Black Rainbow;' which brings new color to the music 
spectrum. Much more progressive than their previous 
work, it has a different yet very Coheed and Cambria 
sound that fans should appreciate. 
For those unfamiliar with Coheed and Cambria, 
you may be familiar with their song "Welcome Home" 
which is featured on Rock Band commercials and the 
game as well as Madden NFL '06. If you have never 
heard the band, the vocals are what throw many lis-
teners off. Claudio Sanchez, vocalist and guitarist for 
the band, has a very distinct high pitched voice which 
turns off a lot of people. I've found you either really 
dig it or you don't. But if you like the vocals, then these 
rockin' tunes will make sweet love to your ears. 
Immediately apparent is the vast amount of talent 
each member of Coheed and Cambria posseses. This 
CD marks the debut of their current drummer Chris 
Pennie, who has a very intense drum style. Pennie is 
a co-founder of mathcore band Dillinger Escape Plan, 
so those familiar with that band will see the similari-
ties in drumming between the two. 
Also evident is how each instrument does some-
thing different yet manages to keep the song together. 
Sanchez uses his unique voice to sing haunting and 
hummable vocal lines, especially on the song "Here 
BY BRITTANY SCOTT I Staff Reporter 
BY JOHN BARAN I Staff Reporter 
COURTESY OF COLUMBIA RECORDS 
We are Juggernaut''. The album also contains rippin' 
leads, and driving bass walks which kept me intrigued. 
What I found very interesting about Coheed and 
Cambria is that their albums have been one long story 
called "The Armory Wars:' This album is the prequel 
in the series. 
But what makes this ·a1bum different than their pre-
vious work is the amount of electronic influence on it. 
~ 
I'm sure that everyone has passed by the taco bus across 
from the 76 gas station and questioned whether or not it · 
was worth the adventure to eat a meal that comes out of 
a place on wheels. 
22 "Traces of Stone" s 
~ii' 
Famous E,nt German film (with1. 
English subtitles) 
This movie was banned after its 
J.966J e due to it's insu 
For you rock and roll fans only, don't worry - it doesn't 
sound like Lady Gaga. 
Throughout the entire album, you ·can hear key-
boards and samples. On the song "Far" the snare 
reminded me of an 80s Phil Collins snare. Also, the 
track "Guns of Summer" starts with electronic sounds 
with extremely fast picking over it, which immediately 
grabs the listener. The lead on the song has effects on 
it which make the guitar sound like· a computer go-
ing crazy. The electronic influence makes this album 
much more progressive than previous work, which 
should give fans something to talk about. 
Overall the CD starts off very strong - but as the 
CD goes on it doesn't keep up with the kick ass in-
troduction songs. Coheed and Cambria fans should 
appreciate the album's musicality, but for those who 
have never heard the band, I'd recommend they start 
with an earlier album before diving into this - the elec-
tronic influence may throw them off or they may be 
surprised to not see much of the electronic influence 
on their previous CDs. 
CJ 
Visit Coheed and Cambria's website at: 
www.coheedandcambria.com 
A 
2' Monday Movie Madness 
"The Blind Side" 
Starring Saqdro Bullock 
Based an story ,'.j· • 
An Africa rican ti 'en is Well, I'm here to tell you that not only is it worth it, but 
you will be missing out on the best burrito in Ellensbu~g, 
and maybe even all of Washington, if you do not give Ta-
cos Chalito Mexicosa a try. 
For just $3.50 you can chow down on a super burrito 
the size of your Chihuahua. A fresh slice of lime and sides 
of red and green salsa add that kick of spice to complete 
· the authentic Mexican meal. 
ii'gimeg', ,ruling c:'->mmum 
and '!{OS ot shown again until the 
communist regime collapsed. 
Language & Literature 247 
taken in by aucasion family 
that strives to hele him succeed. 
SURCThea 
7 p.m., 10" 
What is in this "Super Burrito;' you ask? The bet-
ter question would be, what is not in this monstrous 
meal? The burrito is loaded with beef (or chicken - your 
choice), cilantro, tomato, lettuce, sour cream, guacamole, 
rice, beans and cheese wrapped up in a flour tortilla sent 
straight from heaven. 
Tacos Chalito Mexicosa is a pleasant surprise. You can 
order to go or sit inside to eat. The ambiance may be lack-
ing, but if you don't mind the blare of Spanish soap op-
eras and the smell of leather, the indoor seating is for you. 
Once you try this burrito, Taco Bell will no longer be in 
your vocabulary. 
BRITTANY SCOTT 
SUPER BURRITO Tacos Chalita is· located at 209 
S. Main St. They accept debit cards. 
::~ ...... 
nCa 
n 
pen o public 
Must be 21 or older 
rnla 
w 
Reservations and advance paymlpt 
qre .,,required 
Contact the Office of Continuing 
Education at 509-963-150.4 to 
reserve your spot: 
15 
Grupt,~~•r 
•-fi30'J••· 
•• .._,.\. \'o ..... '"' .... " ..... lit ' .... ::. ........ , .................. '"" .... "' .......... 1,. ,; ,. ~~, ... ii t§i 
Free for s ents, 
$ 3 general cnlmlssion 
27'9 "Br 
Brad Jone 1r 
Motivation ker seeks to in-
spire those challJng,es, an 
shares his 1 "from institution 
to independence." 
Barto Hall loU19e 
5 p.m. 
2' Fireside Chat lb i 2'T 11Uon sltlnt Writer 
Open forum with President 
Gaudino and his cabinet 
Sponsored by KCWU 
SUR,~_pit 
Irr 7 -09 p.m. 
Ope to the pu•Hc 
FR 
. Series" 
Kim-An Lieberman, poet 
She will be r ing from her 
book of poet , 
Black Rall 151"'? 
7 • 9 p.m. 
FREE 
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Co((e3e . Park 
APARTMENTS 
509-925-7275 
www.colle§e;irktipts.{ · 
SPORTS ..-
SPORTS EDITOR KEVIN PROCTOR cwuobserversports@gmail.com 
Dust and Dreams: College rodeo rides into town 
With the Ellensburg Rodeo 
Arena just across the street from 
the CWU campus, it seems natu-
ral that the CWU Rodeo Club 
women's team is sitting in first 
place among the region and in 
the top 20 teams in the Nation. 
"Not bad for a little school 
competing against schools like 
Texas, Wyoming and New Mex-
ico with huge teams and paid 
coaches;' said Kay Davis, the 
CWU Rodeo Club advisor. 
The CWU women's team have 
only been able to gather points in 
four rodeos thus far, however the 
team has won big in three of the 
first four rodeos. 
This weekend the Central 
Washington University Rodeo 
Club is hoping to continue their 
winning streak, hosting the 
eighth annual Todd Anderson 
Memorial Rodeo and the North-
west Regional Rodeo #3 at the 
Ellensburg Rodeo Arena. The 
rodeos will attract competitors 
from 10 different schools from 
Washington, Oregon and Idaho. 
"Here's the big kicker for the 
students - it's free:' Davis said. 
"It's close to the university and 
it's free for them to come cheer 
on their team:' 
The weekend-long event will 
kick start with the Northwest Re-
gionals Rodeo at 6 p.m. Friday. 
Davis said this competition 
supports the research towards 
breast cancer with a "Tough 
Enough to Wear Pink''. theme. 
The CWU Rodeo Club encour-
ages everyone tp wear pink in 
support of breast cancer re-
search. There will be merchan-
dise on hand to raise funds. 
"We always have a pretty good 
turnout, but the more the bet-
ter. I am looking forward to see-
ing many people come out;' said 
Carl Bissonette, sophomore steer 
wrestler. 
On Saturday, the Todd An-
derson Memorial Rodeo will be 
BY MIKE REED AND BEN PITTMAN Staff Reporters 
COURTESY OF PHOTOGRAPHER MAGGIE SCHMIDT 
STEER WRESTLING CWUs Carl Bissonette wrangles a steer in last years Todd Anderson Memorial Rodeo. 
held in honor of Todd Ander-
son, a 22-year-old CWU student 
who died in a tragic house fire in 
2003. Anderson, a former bull 
rider and rodeo enthusiast, was 
president of the CWU Rodeo 
Club at the time of his death. 
The memorial rodeo events 
begin at 10 a.m. with slack per-
formances. Slack events give ev-
ery competitor a chance to per-
form at least once. According to 
Davis, only 10 competitors per 
event will be drawn or selected 
to compete into the main perfor-
mances. 
The Saturday morning slack 
will focus primarily on timed 
events, such as calf roping, 
breakaway roping, team roping, 
goat tying, steer wrestling and 
barrel racing. 
"They are trying to make the 
top 10, time wise and score wise, 
so they can make it back and 
compete on Sunday;' Davis said. 
Before the main performances 
Saturday evening, the CWU Ro~~, 
deo Club is also hosting a silent 
auction benefiting the Todd An-
derson Rodeo Scholarship Fund 
at 4 p.m. The scholarship spe-
cifically designed to assist CWU 
Rodeo Club members. These 
members must be willing to re-
main active and to commit to a 
leadership position Within the 
club. 
The Todd Anderson Memorial 
Rodeo evening performance be-
gins at 5:30 p.m. This rodeo will 
showcase the top 10 performers -
from the days slack performances. 
According to senior Manda 
Mallergaard, it is here that an -
nouncer Bob Garrett takes over 
the show. Garrett gives a de-
scriptive introduction for each 
performer that is drawn for the 
main performance. 
"He (Garrett) makes every 
rider feel real special before each 
performance;' Mallergaard s·aid. 
· Mallergaard will be very busy 
throughout, competing in the 
breakaway roping, team rop-, · 
ing, goat tying and barrel racing 
events. 
The Todd Anderson Memo-
rial Rodeo will conclude with the 
championships performances 
starting at 11 a.m. Sunday. This 
competition will feature those 
who finished in the top 10 per 
event from Saturday evenings 
main event. 
Rodeo Schedule 
Friday: 
"Tough Enough to Wear Pink" ~ 
12 noon - Slack 
6 p.m. - Northwest Regional 
Rodeo #3 
Saturday: 
HJ a.m. - Slack 
4 p.m. - Silent Auction 
5:30 p.m. -Todd Anderson 
Memorial Rodeo 
Sunday: 
8:30 a.m. - Cowboy Church 
11 a.m. - Rodeo Championship 
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Lady Wildcats set -two new school records 
Breaking school records and 
qualifying for the Division II 
National meet seemed to be a. 
reoccurring theme at the Annual 
Spike Art Invitational this past 
Saturday at Tomlinson Stadium. 
The Central Wildcats were fu-
eled by home field advantage and 
came away with eight track event 
victories and five field event vic-
tories. In their only home meet 
of the season, three Wildcat 
athletes were able to win dual 
events. 
CWU freshman sprinter An-
thony Wright added two more 
victories to his belt after winning 
the 100 meter dash with a time 
of 10.65 seconds. Without a tail-
wind, he was able to tie his best 
recorded time from last week. 
Anthony also ran a season best 
time of 21.5 seconds in the 200 
meter as· he sprinted down the 
track to victory. 
Sophomore distance runner 
Manuel Santos had a success-
ful day by crossing the finish 
BY ERIC HUNTER I Sports Reporter 
line first and securing victories 
in the 5,000 and 10,000 meter 
races. The sophomore finished 
the 5,000 meter race just 2.5 sec-
onds faster than Wildcat runner 
Trevor Kulvi and finished only 8 
seconds faster than Kulvi in the 
10,000 meter race. 
Junior thrower Torrie Self had 
a double win day by taking the 
Discuss and Hammer events. 
She was able to win the discuss 
event by throwing it an astonish-
ing 139 feet. The throw was the 
longest in school history and set 
Torrie Self atop the Track' and 
Field record book. 
"I was excited to get a mark 
good enough to be the new 
school record" said Self. "Now I 
just need to get to my goal of 175 
to be where I wanna be:' ' 
Selfalso won the hammer toss 
event by heaving it 170 feet and 
9 inches. 
CONTINUED ON P.18 
NATE WALLEN 
CLIMBING UP THE RANKS ThomasSteinkevaultsoverthepolelast 
Saturday at CWUs Spike Art Invitational. 
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SPORTS 
Lauren Hadenfeld dominates on the mound 
After a long thoughtful pause 
,_CWU Head Softball Coach 
Gary Frederick came up with 
one word to describe the ace of 
his staff junior Lauren Haden-
feld: "winner." 
Winning is exactly what · 
Hadenfeld has done so far this 
year for the Wildcats, as she is 
cun:ently posting an ERA of 
2.30 with a 14 and 4 record She 
also has 136 strikeouts com-
pared to just 29 walks. The wins 
and strikeout totals both lead 
the GNAC and the 2.30 ERA is 
the fourth best in the confer-
ence. But what is most impres-
sive is not just the numbers but 
the way Hadenfeld has achieved 
these impressive statistics. 
As a girl growing up in Van-
couver, Wash. Hadenfeld felt the 
urge to play softball by watch-
ing her big sister Alexis play the 
game. 
"Back in the day my motiva-
tio~ was my sister because she 
was older and better than me at 
the time. There was always the 
goal for me to be better than her, 
- pitch faster than her," Hadenfeld 
said. 
After playing high school 
softball at Evergreen High in 
Vancouver Hadenfeld went on 
to play at Mount Hood Commu-
nity College and pitched very 
well, catching the eye of Coach 
Frederick. 
Hadenfeld has garnered play-
er of the week honors three out 
of eight times so far this year. 
"She just doesn't give up. She 
doesn't lose focus, and she pitch-
--.:•es to the point of being physi-
cally incapable of pitching any 
longer," said senior outfielder 
BY SHAY MAILLOUX I Sports Reporter 
NATE WALLEN 
DOMINATION Lauren Hadenfeld has a 2.30 ERA in 22 games started, 
winning GNAC player of the week three times in 2010. · 
Danielle Monson. 
Monson, the senior elemen-
tary education major, is thrilled 
to have a teammate with that 
kind of dedication on the team 
this year. 
"She's an amazing addition to 
our team; the variety of pitches 
she can throw and the mentality 
she goes out there with on the 
mound is a great addition to any 
team," said Monson. 
Just as she is on the field, off 
the field Hadenfeld is driven to 
be successful as well. So much so 
that she nearly gave up the game. 
"I kind of just wanted to fo -
cus· on school, especially with 
my major, its really hard to take 
all the classes I need to take and 
play softball. I kind of just want-
ed to focus on that but I ended 
up coming down visiting, meet-
ing all the coaches, and some of 
the girls and !really liked it and 
decided I wanted to come here 
and play," Hadenfeld said. 
Hadenfeld is majoring in me-
chanical engineering and one 
day hopes to work for a com-
pany such · as Boeing. It may be 
no mistake then, that a young 
woman who loves precise· work 
so much is a dominant softball 
pitcher, a job that requires acute 
attention to detail and an ability 
to place a high velocity ball in 
just the right spot. 
"Well she's got several pitches 
and she can spot those pitches 
pretty well. You know if they 
do hit the ball hard off her you 
know it's a mistake that she 
makes," said Coach Frederick. 
Fortunately for Lauren and 
her teammates she doesn't make 
many of those mistakes. 
One of Hadenfeld's most de-
fining games, coach Fredericks 
rell).embers, was at Cal State 
University of Monterey Bay 
on March 26. Not only did she 
strikeout 14, but Lauren only 
gave up 1 hit and 1 walk record-
ing all 21 outs of the game in only 
22 opponent at bats. Hadenfeld's 
best hitting teammate Monson, 
as well as Coach Frederick hold 
Hadenfeld in the highest esteem 
as a pitcher. 
"Of everybody we've faced 
so far, I definitely think she's at 
the top of all the pitchers in our 
league," Monson said. 
Coach Frederick puts Haden-
feld in the top three pitchers he 
has coached. 
"Lauren certainly is in the 
top three and you know she has 
another year and she could you 
know by the end of next year she 
could probably be number one," 
said Frederick. 
A tall order, but for a pitcher 
of Hadenfeld 's caliber it seems 
well within reach for the young 
ace at CWU. 
#37 Lauren 
Hadenfeld 
ition: Pitcher, . 
t-Handed 
s: Jµ,,nior 
Softball falls to second in G NAC 
BY JON CLEVELAND I Sports Reporter 
On Saturday the Lady Wildcats played a 
double header against rival Western Wash-
ington, the first of two double headers for 
-~the weekend. The Wildcats were sport-
ing new jerseys that were worn because 
it was the second annual Bobbi Frederick 
. Lou Gehrig's (ALS) fundraiser which was 
--astarted after Bobbi Frederick lost her fight 
against ALS in 2008. She was the wife of 
head coach Gary Frederick. 
On the mound for the Wildcats was ju-
nior pitcher Lauren Hadenfeld, who got 
into some trouble early. In the top of the 
second, the Vikings started off the inning bottom of the fifth; when junior second 
with three singles to load the bases. baseman Kailani Cruz batted in two runs 
Central got out of the jam though with a fo r Central, but got called out at third on a 
big double play by sophomore third base- controversial play. 
inan Molly Coppinger. The Wildcats es- Junior shortstop Samantha Petrich 
caped the inning unscathed, and the game _ came up next and homered to right giv-
was still scoreless after two. ing Central a 3-0 lead. In the bottom of the 
"I think [I played] pretty strong. There sixth, senior pitcher Katriina Reime came 
was a couple ones that were just out of my into relieve junior pitcher Lauren Haden-
reach, but I got a hold of a couple of them feld who had a solid day on the mound. 
and made some nice plays:' However, by the seventh inning the 
Sarah McEnroe pitched four scoreless game was tied at 3-3 after a couple of 
innings for the WWU Vikings until the clutch hits by the Vikings. Two singles and 
a double and Western was right back in 
the game. 
Petrich singled to lead off the bottom of 
the eighth followed by a two-run walk off 
homerun by junior utility player Kelsey 
Haupert to win the game. Central won 5-3 
in a well played game. 
"It's Western so it's your rivals, so you al-
ways really want to win. I think it just hap-
pened to be exciting at the time because it 
was good timing;' Haupert said. 
_NATE WALLEN 
DEFENSE Sophomore catcher Meghan 
Kopczynski blocks the plate against WWU. 
NATE WALLEN 
SPLIT SERIES Central dropped to one game behind Western Oregon after splitting last week-
ends series 2-2 against Western Washington last weekend. 
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After a brief intermission Central played 
their second game of the day. 
Central fell behind early in the second 
inning, giving up a run after walking the 
lead off hitter and then giving up an RBI 
double to Viking~ junior shortstop Cait-
lin Dotlich. In the third, Western tacked 
on three more runs putting Central in the 
hole by four runs. 
CONTINUED ON P.17 
GNAC Standings 
Softball 
Conference Overall 
:}:l':L WL 
Western Oregon 20 7 26 14 
Central Washington 19 8 24 13 
Western Washington 15 12 19 19 
MSU Billings 14 14 17 22 
Saint Martin's 10 22 16 30 
Northwest Nazarene 8 23 9 29 
"SOFTBALL" 
, CONTINUED FROM P.16 
The score would remain 4-0 
until Petrich drove in junior sec-
ond baseman Keilani Cruz, giv-
ing Central their first run of the 
game. The Wildcats scored just 
one more run on the day, and 
lost the game 5-2. 
Sunday's first game was a 
quick one ending in five innings 
thanks in part to great hitting 
and solid pitching. 
In the bottom of the third, 
sophomore catcher Meghan 
kopczynski and sophomore first 
baseman Michelle Torre had 
back to back two run RBI dou-
bles, putting four runs on the 
board for Central. 
Central tacked on two more 
runs in the fourth making it a 
6-1 game. 
Once the fifth inning came 
around, CWU let their bats do 
the talking and made Western go 
to their bullpen early. 
Central got three more runs, 
getting there final run on a 
passed ball to end the game, with 
a final score of 9-1 in favor of the 
Wildcats, as the eight run mercy 
rule was in effect. 
"It felt good. It's our fifth win 
against Western this season, so it 
is always a good feeling;' senior 
pitcher Katriina Reime said after 
the game. 
Central would not fare as well 
in the fourth game of the week-
end, getting just one run on the 
day after lead off hitter senior 
Chateau 
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NATE WALLEN 
BEATING OUT THE THROW Western Washington tries to throw out 
a Central runner on a play at first base. 
outfielder Danielle Monson 
scored on a past ball in the first 
inning. Monson now stands at a 
36 game hit streak which ties her 
for 6th in all divisions for longest 
hitting streak after getting a hit 
in the first inning. 
Western had a big fourth in-
ning, scoring 3 of their 4 runs for 
'4Wih 
■ICU 
the day, and taking a 4-1 victory. 
Central is now 24-13 on the 
season and looks to reclaim their 
lead in the GNAC conference af-
ter dropping to second. 
Heading into the weekends 
double headers, Central held a 
one game lead in the GNAC over 
Western Oregon. 
SPORTS 
What's on Tap 
Softball 
Thur Fri Sat Sun 
22 23 24 25 
VS Northwest VS Northwest IVS Northwest 
Nazarene Nazarene Nazarene 
4p.m. 1 p.m. (DH) Noon (DH) 
4/17 Central 5, Western 3 
Western 5, Central 2 
4/18 Central 9, Western 1 
Western 4, Central 1 
Baseball 
Thur Fri Sat Sun 
22 23 24 25 
VS Saint VS Saint 
Martin's Martin's 
1 p.m. (DH) Noon (DH) 
4/16 NNU 11, Central 4 
NNU 5, Central 4 
4/17 NNU 5, Central 3 
NNU 13, Central 7 
Track 
Thur Fri Sat Sun 
22 23 24 25 
wwu 
Twilight 
3p.m. 
Bellingham, WA 
Amanda,the 
only thing to do in 
Ellensburg on the 
weekends is drink. camping with your buddies, 
Wouldn't you agree? or wake boarding with the 
CWU Wakeboard Team . 
Or if you don ' t feel Like 
If you had asked me traveling, there is always 
this question a couple years People's Pond (I'm just 
ago I probably would have saying it's an option). 
agreed with you. That's the And Raw Space usually 
trouble with Ellensburg; has something going on 
people don 't take enough every Friday and Saturday 
time to actually find stuff night. I haven 't heard a bad 
to do . I agree that it is thing about it yet. 
a small town , but it has If you've ever ventured 
BIG possibilities. I'm not farther than the bars 
saying that the bars aren ' t downtown , then you would 
fun , but so are other things know that Ellensburg is full 
downtown and around of really good restaurants 
Kittitas County. 
_and cafes as well as quite 
For instance, since the the variety of clothing 
weather is finally warming stores. 
up , hiking Manastash is a The list really can go 
great way to get outdoors on and on and if you want 
and get some exercise, and more than these options 
the water fall is pretty cool visit www.cwu.edu/~ccc/ 
up there. Also, Ellensburg thingsinEllensburg.html . 
is known all over for its I am officially 
rodeo and this weekend done sounding Like the 
happens to be the Dust and "Ellen from Ellensburg" 
Dreams Rodeo. It's free spokeswoman. Hope I 
and you're sure to have a helped. 
good time. Ellensburg also 
-{An,,u:::u,1.c:R a has a golf course where 
you can do a round of 9 for 
Have a story to share ar a 
about $9, which is fairly question for Amanda? Send them 
cheap. Vantage also offers to wwc@cwu.edu. It just might 
great weekend fun like be a future topic! 
ADVERTISEMENT 
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SPORTS 
Central swept by Northwest Nazarene 
Baseball drops to 12 games under .500 
BY JAKE A BBOTT I Sports Reporter 
Central (8-28 overall, 4- 16 in the 
GNAC) was 4 outs from a victory in 
their second game on Friday against the 
Crusaders of Northwest Nazarene Uni-
versity (NNU), but an error with two 
outs in the bottom of the sixth inning 
cost them the game. Central lost that 
game 5-4. 
In Friday's opener Central managed 
to tie the game in the top of the sev-
... enth inning, making it 4-4. But they 
fell short of a victory due to the Crusad-
ers seven-run answer in the bottom of 
the inning. Junior right handed starter 
Bryce Hjellum suffered the loss and was 
charged with the 11 runs scored by the 
Crusaders. He is now 2- 7 on the season. 
Central had just two bad innings in 
the game that cost them all 11 runs. 
The crusaders scored all of their runs 
in the third and seventh innings while 
the Wildcats only produced five hits and 
could not capitalize on six Crusader er-
rors. 
The final score ended at 11-4 in favor 
ofNNU. 
In game two on Friday, the Wildcats 
started out strong scoring four runs on 
five hits in the first four innings. Junior 
first baseman Kris Henderson was cred-
ited with two RBI's on a single to center 
field with two outs in top of the fourth 
inning. 
"We need to support those guys and 
play solid baseball." 
The final score of game one on Satur-
day was NNU 5, CWU 3. 
Despite scoring seven runs in game 
two on Saturday, Central lost to NNU 
by six runs. 
The bats seemed to be working for. 
both teams in game two. In the top of 
the second inning, Sophomore second 
baseman Nate Sadler hit a solo home-
run to left field. But NNU answered 
right back in the bottom half of the in~ 
ning by scoring five runs on seven hits. 
The Wildcats were able to get a cou-
ple runs back in the fifth inning when 
Senior infielder, Kevin Schneider hit a 
solo homerun and Kris Henderson hit 
an RBI double to left field. 
In the sixth inning the Wildcats gave 
up six more runs on seven hits, three 
of which were homeruns. The Wildcats 
were never able to recover from that in-
ning and lost to NNU for the seventh 
time this season by a score of 13-7. 
"We got to get some continuity;' said 
Story "It's been a tough year, and the 
guys are still playing hard:' 
The Wildcats are scheduled to play 
two double headers versus St. Martins 
University at home April 24-25th. The 
Saints are currently 14-21 overall and 
9-10 in the GNAC. 
Northwest Nazarene came back scor-
ing five runs on nine hits in the last 
three innings. 
Senior pitcher Kevin Walkenhauer 
started for the Wildcats, making his 
third appearance as a starter. Walken-
COURTESY OF MATT CARMEN SANELI 
BACK TO BASICS Senior shotstop Evan Churlin lays down a bunt against UPS last month. 
Central was swept in four games by NNU last week, their second time being swept this year. 
GNAC Standings 
Baseball 
Conference Overall 
- hauer went six innings while giving up 
nine hits with four strikeouts. The ffoal 
score ended in a 5-4 loss for the Wild-
cats. 
tempts to beat NNU in game three after 
losing both games Friday. The Wildcats 
combined for seven hits and tallied only 
three runs in Saturday's opener. 
for Junior outfielder Chance Plutt. NNU 
Senior, Jon Keller ruined the Wildcats 
momentum by answering right back 
with a two run homerun to right center. 
Western Oregon 
Northwest Nazarene 
Saint Martin's 
MSU Billings 
W L W L 
21 3 26 11 
14 9 22 18 
9 10 14 21 
Central was unsuccessful in their at-
In the fifth inning Central scored one 
run on two hits, including an,RBI single 
"We had two great pitching perfor-
mances;' said Head Coach Desi Story. 
7 
Central Washington 4 
17 8 28 
16 8 28 
"Ropeless Rodeo" comes to Central 
Students compete in Bouldering Competition 
BY SHAY M A ILLOUX I Sports Reporter 
There were 88 excited com-
petitors on Sunday at the 
- CWU climbing wall for a 
good old-fashioned boulder-
ing competition. 
Bouldering is a style of rock 
climbing done without the 
help of a rope and competi-
tors only climb to a limited 
- height. In this case that height 
was 15 feet. 
The competition, marked 
as the "Ropeless Rodeo': was 
part of a cooperative series 
of climbing competitions be-
tween several universities. 
"It's just cool to see a bunch 
.,, of people from all over the 
northwest getting together 
competing and encourag-
- ing each other:' said Outdoor 
Pursuits and Rentals Coor-
dinator Ryan Hopkins. "It's a 
real friendly competition, you 
want to win but you also want 
to have fun and encourage 
- each other:' 
This is the first year that the 
Northwest Collegiate Climb-
ing Competition Series has 
existed. The series includes 
competitors from seven col-
leges in Washington, Oregon, 
and Idaho. 
The competitions, so far 
have been held at Eastern 
Washington University, West-
ern Washigton University, 
Oregon State, University of 
Idaho and most recently here 
at Central. 
The final competition of 
the season is set to take place 
on May 8 at the University of 
Washington. 
CWU has had multiple 
climbers emerge as front-run-
ners in the competition this 
year. That list includes fresh-
men education major Alicia 
Christianson, who placed 2nd 
in Sundays event. 
She came into the competi-
tion as the second ranked fe-
male in the division, and was 
expected to do well again this 
year. 
"I love it, it's exhilarating, 
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every time you get out there 
and climb you try to do your 
best, and the more you push 
the more you succeed;' Chris-
tianson said. 
Four CWU men entered 
the competition in the overall 
top ten in points, including 
Junior Aviation and Econom-
ics Major Damien Duringer. 
Duringer is the overall leader 
in the men's division. 
"It was a lot of fun, it was 
really well organized things 
went really smoothlY:' said 
Duringer. "It was really fun, 
positive, supporting, it didn't 
feel very much like a competi-
tion at all but more just kind 
of like we were just trying to 
do all the routes that were set 
there and try and help each 
other out:' 
With the event creating 
such a positive and spirited 
environment, the bouldering 
competition is expected to 
continuously grow for years 
to come. 
Central football players 
ranked in NFL draft 
With the 2010 NFL Draft this weekend, there are 5 Central Wash-
ington players that are ranked on the ESPN draft board. Here are the 
top players ranked by position according to the ESPN website. 
#74 Andy 
Roof 
#21 Prince 
Hall 
Position: Offensive 
Line 
Position: Wide 
Receiver 
Height: 6 -3 
Weight: 200 
Hometown: 
Height: 6-5 
Weight: 305 
Hometown: 
Spokane,WA 
20th Ranked 
Center 
Edgewood, WA 
110th Ranked 
#84 Johnny Wide Receiver 
Spevak 
Position: Linebacker 
Height: 6-0 
Position: 
Defensive Line 
Height: 6-3 
Weight: 276 
Hometown: 
Weight: 264 
Hometown: 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Pomona, CA 
30th Ranked 
Inside Linebacker 
#99 Eugene Defensive End 
73rd Ranked 
#5 Courtney 
Smith 
Germany 
Position: Defensive 
Back 
Height: 5 - 11 
Weight: 195 
Hometown: 
Stockton, CA 
87th Ranked 
Corner Back 
"TRACK" 
CONTINUED FROM P.15 
Freshman jumper Katharine 
Lotze followed teammate Torrie 
Self's lead as she leaped her way to 
victory with a mark of 38 feet and 
1 1/4 inches in the triple jump. 
With that mark, Katherine 
broke the Central Washington 
University record for women's 
triple jump and also earned her-
self a provisional mark for the 
Division II National meet. 
"I feel like I should just keep 
doing what I'm doing;' said Lo-
tze. "I have had two personal 
bests in the indoor season and 
now one in the outdoor so I'm 
just gonna keep working hard to 
improve my marks:' 
The Wildcats 4xl00 relay team 
(Bryan Mack, Anthony Wright, 
Anthony Hogan, Kincaid Nich-
ols) took first place in dominat-
ing fashion with a time of 41.25. 
That time puts the boys 4xl00 
relay team first in the conference 
and ranks them provisionally in 
division II rankings. 
"I know we can do a lot better 
to get a lower time;' sai1 Sopho-
more sprinter Bryan Mack. "For 
now I just gotta enjoy the mo-
ment with my teammates on this 
big accomplishment:' 
Many other Wildcat athletes 
secured victories, including 
freshman mid-distance runner 
Scott Morrisson. He won the 400 
meter dash with a time of 49.18. 
Sophomore jumper Rendel 
Jones who is coming back from 
injury, put in a strong effort in 
the triple jump and still ended up 
winning with a jump of 46 feet 
and 2 1/2 inches. 
Senior thrower, Tyler Fisher 
dominated by winning the men's 
hammer throw with a remark-
able toss of 189 feet and 7 inches. 
Another stunning victory was 
achieved by CWU freshman 
hurdler, Anthony Hogan. Ho-
gan ran a season best 15.02 in the 
110-meter hurdles which pushes 
him to the top of the GNAC. 
This Friday the Wildcats will 
be traveling to Bellingham to 
compete in the WWU Twilight 
meet at Civic Stadium. 
SETTING RECORDS (left) The Wildcat 's distance team paces themselves in the Spike Art In vitational (right) 
Freshman triple-jumper Katherine Lotze sets a new school record in the triple jump. 
Athletes of the Week 
Katharine Lotze 
Katherine Lotze 
Event(s): Hurdles/ 
Heptathlon/Triple 
Jump 
Height: 5-11 
Class: Freshman 
Hometown: 
Benton City, WA 
High School: 
Kiona-Benton 
Highlights: 
-New School Record 
in the Triple Jump 
at 38 feet and 1 1/4 
inches. 
-Provisional Qualifier 
fo r Nationals 
Central's 4x100 Relay Team 
Bryan M ack Anthony Wright Anthony Hogan Kincaid Nichols 
The team consist of Sopho-
more Bryan Mack, Freshman 
Anthony Wright, Freshman 
Anthony Hogan, and Sopho-
more Kinciad Nichols. The 
young team is made up of ath-
letes that are talented in other 
events. 
Wright and Nichols com -
pete in the 100 meter dash, 
Hogan in the 110 High Hur-
dles, and Mack in the Triple 
Jump. The relay team ranks 
first in the Great Northwest 
Athletic Conference (GNAC) 
and marked provisionally 
in the Division II National 
Ranking. 
NWTRADmoN 
www.Coles-Crossing.com 
For Rent or Rent To Own From $1095 a month 
1260-1498 sq Feet, 3-4 bedroom, 2 bathrooms 
New construction 
Kittitas, 5 miles east of 
Ellensburg 
Built by Ame1ican Dream 
Homes in T/J and '10 
For More Information 
Contact 
Greg 509-607-0105 
GregN@NWTradition.com 
www.NWTradition.com 
www.Coles-Crossing.com 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
CWU is an ANEEO/Title IX Institution TDD 509-963-2143. 
.. 
Dofit ~11 out 
.o'l all tt\,e Pu'l 
activitie1! 
- River Floa~ 
- Student Art Exhibit 
- Chimposiums 
- Family fitness 
and climbing 
- Sports games 
- See-Saw-athon 
- And much more! 
Not your typica l 
A CAPPELLA! Don't 
miss this performance! 
Jaturday 
8 P·"l: 
JUQC Ballroon\. 
Ss Student 
$10 General 
F,: ay 
'1tJO P·"l: . 
~ °!l iP 
fURC Ballr~on\ 
$5 Student·$~ G 
Hosted by Central Washington 
University's Campus Activities! 
fl\.ott\_er's Day Briufil.Cfi\.! 
Juf\day 11 a.m. -1 p.m. 
JUQC Ballroont · . 
Enjoy a delectable spread paired with vocal and 
instrumental performances! 
$16.50 per person, includes a special souvenir 
Tic~et, Of\d flccolT\.IT\.Odatiorv: 
Get your tickets and Family Weekend hotel 
specials on line at www.cwu.edu/-events. · 
Sponsored by Campus Activities. 
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. TDD 509.963.2143. 
NLIMITED F 
LIIVIIIED VACAN 
N 
ES 
3BEDROOM $480 2BEDROOM $S30 
UTXLXTIES,PREMIUM CABLE,INTERNET INCLUDED 
FULLY FURNISHED, SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • LARGE, LOCKABLE 
BEDROOM/BATHROOM SUITES• WASHER AND DRYER IN EACH APARTMENT 
LOADED CLUBHOUSE WITH GAME ROOM, FITNESS CENTER, ·TANNING BOOTHS 
RESORT STYLE POOL, BASKETBALL COURT, GRILLS AND FIRE PITS 
